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CLEANING MATS WITH LOGO
The economic development of Europe, which is the growing awareness of small and medium-sized enterprises
has created the need for visual existence of economic entities. Therefore, there is a growing need to show the
aesthetic characteristics of individual enterprises.

Mats with logo have been around for many years, but now, due to the great technical capabilities such as cutting
with the watherjet method from various materials, in different colors and the permanent installation of graphic signs
on aluminum strips, have opened a new chapter in the production of personalized mats. We have created the only
collection of this type in the world and in Europe. Our idea and know-how are durable, comprehensive, spatial and
colorful graphic designs mounted on aluminum profiles prepared for this purpose. The whole composition must
give an individual, colorful aspect to the interior and ensure the indestructibility of materials for decades.

We cut various types of safe, durable carpet underlays based on polypropylene or polyamide technology based
on previously consulted and completed projects. Then, stick them on the appropriate layers, stiffen and protect
against delamination. We pre-select the division in the aspect of graphics and construction, and stick the strips of
the finished logo permanently in to a resistant, acoustically protected aluminum profile. All these elements (profiles)
connected by stainless steel cables create a spatial, attractive composition reflecting the graphic design.
These elements are an attractive solution for all entries of service and production facilities. They are used, among
others in restaurants, hotels and other institutions. They are the decoration of an entrance and reflect the features
of a given entrepreneur.
Personalized mats with the logo are extremely resistant to abrasion, washing and keep their service life for a period
of 10 years (depending on the pedestrian of traffic and the method of cleaning). For many years, BELA has been
manufacturing mats for world-famous companies such as Geox, Svarowski.

STAGES OF THE PRODUCTION PROCESS
Graphic design

Production preparation

Felt gluing / assembly

Finished product

SECTIONS OF MAT PROFILES THAT ARE SUITABLE FOR
INSTALLING Felt INSERT WITH LOGO

COLOR MATS MADE OF A LINEAR BRUSH

